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christ the exemplar vs teilhard s cosmic christ - 7 cf. pancheri, the universal primacy of christ, p. 89. 8
pancheri, p. 67. ... christ’s primacy is universal and absolute from this we see how the sacred scriptures,
tradition and the holy liturgy speak with wondrous clarity that christ is everything . . . . he is all in all, that
christopher smith theo 602 december 16, 2011 the ... - december 16, 2011 the incarnation independent
of sin in discussing the incarnation, people normally tend to talk about it in a very ... the phrase the primacy of
christ expresses ... 4 pancheri, francis xavier o.f.m., the universal primacy of christ, trans. juniper b. carol
o.f.m. (front on getting first things first: assessing claims for the ... - is known as the primacy of christ.1
the specific issue this doctrine addresses is the question: was sin the efficient or the primary cause of the
incarnation? this essay seeks to model the practice of modal logic in relation to the primacy of christ, not to
satisfy the cravings of speculative theologians but to reverently penetrate the evangelical books received project muse - books received the thomist: a speculative quarterly review, volume 48, number 4, october ...
christendom publications: the universal primacy of christ by francis xavier pancheri, o.f.m. and translated by
juniper b. carol, o.f.m. pp. 144; no price given. crossroad : foundational theology: jesus and the church by
francis ... presidential address: fr. juniper b. carol, o.f.m., 1911 ... - 10 fr. juniper b. carol, o.f.m.,
1911-1990 apostolate, like that of scotus, would be to discipline the in tellect wholly in service to christ, the
incarnate wisdom; to mary immaculate, the seat of wisdom; and to the church,
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